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Abstract

In Part I of this series of papers� we have introduced a transformation which converts

a class of linear and nonlinear semide�nite programs �SDPs� into nonlinear optimization

problems over �orthants� of the form �n�� � �
N � where n is the size of the matrices

involved in the problem and N is a nonnegative integer dependent upon the speci�c

problem� In doing so� we have reduced the number of variables and constraints� In this

paper� we develop interior point methods for solving a subclass of the transformable

linear SDP problems where the diagonal of a matrix variable is given� These new

interior point methods have the advantage of working entirely within the space of the

transformed problem while still maintaining close ties with both the primal and the

dual of the original SDP problem� Under very mild and reasonable assumptions� global

convergence of these methods is proved�
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� Introduction

The primary motivation for this research has been the challenge of solving large�scale

semide�nite programs �SDPs�� This paper is the second in a series of papers concerning

the solution of large�scale SDPs via nonlinear programming methods�

Though primal�dual interior point methods have proven to be reliable and e�ective in

the solution of small to moderate�sized problems� their capability on large�scale problems

is severely limited due to their high demand for storage and computation� in spite of e�orts

in exploiting sparsity �see 	
�� for example� in SDPs� Recently� Benson et al 	�� proposed

a potential�reduction dual�scaling interior�point method that can better take advantage of

the special structure of SDP relaxations of certain combinatorial optimization problems�

Most interior�point algorithms proposed so far are based on Newton�s method�

Recently� a number of gradient�based� nonlinear programming methods have been pro�

posed �see 	� �� ��� to solve large�scale SDPs� In particular the MAXCUT SDP relaxation

of Goemans and Williamson 	�� has received considerable attention� The approach used in

Helmberg and Rendl 	�� to solve the MAXCUT SDP relaxation consists of solving a certain

partial Lagrangian dual problem� whose objective function is nondi�erentiable� using the

usual bundle method for convex programming� On the other hand� Homer and Peinado 	��

use the change of variables X � V V T � V � �n�n� where X is the primal matrix variable

of the MAXCUT SDP relaxation� to transform it into a constrained nonlinear program�

ming problem in the new variable V � More recently� Burer and Monteiro 	� proposed a

variant of Homer and Peinado�s method based on the constrained nonlinear programming

reformulation of the MAXCUT SDP relaxation obtained by using the change of variables

X � LLT � where L is a lower triangular matrix� We note that the substitutions X � V V T

and X � LLT can be viewed as a matrix analogy to the well�known� but rarely utilized�

square�slack variable substitution for scalar inequality constraints�

In our �rst paper 	��� we introduced a transformation that converts linear and nonlinear

SDPs of a certain form into equivalent nonlinear programming problems over �orthants� of

the form �n�� ��
N � where n is the size of the matrices involved in the problem and N is a

nonnegative integer dependent upon the speci�c problem� This transformation signi�cantly

reduces the number of variables and constraints in SDPs and� at the same time� facilitates

the exploitation of sparsity in SDPs� We have also developed formulas for the �rst and

second derivatives of the transformed objective function� hence enabling applications of

existing nonlinear optimization techniques to the solution of large�scale SDP problems� In

developing our transformation� we used two fundamental ideas� the square�slack variable

substitution S � LLT and a novel elimination scheme�

In this paper� we continue the research and develop new interior�point methods for a

subclass of linear SDPs which contains the SDP relaxations of binary combinatorial op�

timization problems� including the MAXCUT SDP relaxation� The paper is organized





as follows� In Section � we present the subclass of transformable linear SDPs which we

study in this paper and restate the key results of the �rst paper in a form specialized to

this subclass� We also establish several important properties of the subclass under our

transformations� allowing us to characterize the transformed central path associated with

each problem in the subclass� In Section �� we provide results concerning the boundedness

of certain important quantities and su�cient conditions for a sequence of points in the

transformed space to asymptotically yield an optimal solution to the original problem� In

Section 
� we propose a convergent log�barrier algorithmic framework for the new nonlinear

optimization problem� In Section �� we propose and prove the convergence of a potential

reduction method whose search directions are Newton directions for a certain optimality

system of nonlinear equations� In the �nal section� we conclude with a few remarks�

��� Notation

By �� �n� and �n�n we denote the space of real numbers� real n�dimensional column

vectors� and real n � n matrices� respectively� By Sn we denote the space of real n � n

symmetric matrices� and we de�ne Sn� and Sn�� to be the subsets of Sn consisting of the

positive semide�nite and positive de�nite matrices� respectively� We write A � � and A � �

to indicate that A � Sn� and A � Sn��� respectively� L
n denotes the space of real n�n lower

triangular matrices� and Ln�� and L
n
�� are the subsets of Ln consisting of those matrices

with nonnegative and positive diagonal entries� respectively� We use LJ to denote the set

of strictly lower triangular matrices�

We let tr�A� denote the trace of a matrix A � �n�n� namely the sum of the diagonal

elements of A� Moreover� for A�B � �n�n� we de�ne A � B � tr�ATB�� In addition�

for u� v � �n� u � v � �n denotes the Hadamard product of u and v� i�e�� the entry�wise

multiplication of u and v� We also de�ne Diag � �n 	 �n�n to be the function which sends

a vector u to the diagonal matrix U having Uii � ui for all i � �� � � � � n� In addition� we

de�ne diag � �n�n 	 �n by diag�U� � u� where ui � Uii for all i � �� � � � � n� Finally� if I

is a �nite set� we let jIj denote its cardinality� that is� the number of elements of I�

We will use k 
k to denote both the Euclidean norm for vectors and its induced operator

norm� unless otherwise speci�ed�

� The Subclass and Key Results

In this section� we introduce the special subclass of linear SDP problems for which interior

point methods are developed in this paper� and we restate some of the main results of the

�rst paper specialized to this subclass� We then derive some important properties of this

subclass which will be used in Section 
 to characterize the central path in the transformed

space associated with each problem in the subclass�

�



��� The subclass and corresponding assumptions

Consider the primal SDP

�P � max fC �X � diag�X� � d� A�X� � b� X � �g �

where A � Sn 	 �m is de�ned by 	A�X��j � Aj �X for all X � Sn and j � �� � � � � m� and

where C�A�� � � � � Am � Sn� d � �n��� and b � �m are the data of the problem� Its dual is

�D� min
�
dTz � bTy � Diag�z� �A��y�� C � S�S � �� �z� y� � �n � �m

�
�

whereA� � �m 	 Sn is the adjoint of the operatorA� which is given byA��y� �
Pm

j�� yjAj

for all y � �m� The special subclass which we study in this paper consists of all SDPs which

can be put in the form of problem �D�� We remark that this subclass contains the SDP

relaxations of most of� if not all� the binary combinatorial optimization problems �see section

 of 	����

We denote by F��P � and F��D� the sets of interior feasible solutions for problems �P �

and �D�� respectively� i�e��

F��P � � fX � Sn�� � diag�X� � d�A�X� � bg�

F��D� � f�z� y� S�� �n ��m � Sn�� � Diag�z� �A��y�� C � Sg�

Note that F��D� �� � We also note that the term Diag�z� found in the statement of problem

�D� can be rewritten as
Pn

i�� zi�eie
T
i �� where ei � �

n is the vector having all zeros except a

one in the i�th position� We make the following assumptions throughout our presentation�

Assumption A��� F��P � �� � i�e�� �P � has a feasible solution that is positive de�nite�

Assumption A��� The matrices feieTi g
n
i�� � fAjgmj�� are linearly independent�

��� The transformation

The following theorem is a specialization of the results established in 	�� �see Section ���

therein� to the subclass of problems considered in this paper�

Theorem ��� The following statements hold�

�a� for each �w� y� � �n�� � �
m� there exists a unique �LJ � z� � LJ � �n such that

Diag�z� �A��y�� C �
�
Diag�w� � LJ

� �
Diag�w� � LJ

�T
� ���

�b� the functions LJ �w� y� and z�w� y� de�ned according to ��� are each in�nitely di�er	

entiable on their domain �n�� � �
m


�c� the sets �n����
m and F��D� are in bijective correspondence according to the assign	

ment �w� y� �	 �z� y� S� where z � z�w� y� and S � LLT � and L � Diag�w��LJ �w� y��






As a consequence of Theorem ��� the problem obtained from �D� by restricting the feasible

region to the set F��D� can be recast as the nonlinear program

�NLD� inf
�
f�w� y� � �w� y� � �n�� ��

m
�
�

where f � �n�� � �
m 	 � is given by

f�w� y� � dTz�w� y� � bTy� ��w� y� � �n�� ��
m�

We note that problems �D� and �NLD� have the same optimal values as was shown in 	���

However� �NLD� has an open feasible set and in general does not have an optimal solution�

In fact� it can be easily seen that if �b� d� �� � then all optimal solutions of �D� lie in the

boundary of F��D�� and in this case �NLD� does not have an optimal solution�

��� The derivatives and the primal estimate

Associated with a point �w� y� � �n�� ��
m� de�ne

L�w� y� � Diag�w� � LJ �w� y� � Ln� ��

S�w� y�� L�w� y�L�w� y�T � Sn��� ���

The following proposition restates and specializes important results from our �rst paper

�see Theorem 
�� and Corollary 
�
 of 	����

Proposition ��� Let �w� y� � �n�� � �m be given and de�ne L � L�w� y�� Then� the

system of linear equations

diag�X� � d� �XL�ij � �� i � j� X � Sn �
�

has a unique solution in Sn� which we will denote by X�w� y�� Moreover� the matrix X �

X�w� y� satis�es

�a� rwf�w� y� �  diag�XL�


�b� ryf�w� y� � b�A�X�


�c� r�f�w� y� � � if X � �


�d� r�f�w� y� � � if X � � and Assumption A�� holds�

Proposition � demonstrates that� for each �w� y� � �n�� � �
m� the gradient rf�w� y�

and the Hessian r�f�w� y� are tightly linked to the matrix X�w� y�� In the following lemma�

we establish several important properties of the matrix function X�w� y��

�



Lemma ��� Let �w� y� � �n�� � �m be given and de�ne L � L�w� y�� S � S�w� y�� X �

X�w� y�� and rwf � rwf�w� y�� Then�

�a� XL is upper triangular� or equivalently� LTXL is diagonal


�b� X � � if and only if rwf � �
 in addition� X � � if and only if rwf � �


�c� w �rwf�w� y� �  diag�LTXL�
 hence wTrwf�w� y� �  tr�LTXL� � X � S�

Proof� The upper triangularity of XL follows directly from �
�� Since LT and XL are both

upper triangular� so is the product LTXL which is also symmetric� Hence LTXL must be

diagonal� On the other hand� if LTXL is diagonal� say it equals D� then XL � L�TD is

upper triangular� So� �a� follows�

To prove the �rst part of �b�� we note that the nonsingularity of L implies that X � �

if and only if LTXL � �� but since LTXL is diagonal by �a�� LTXL � � if and only

if diag�LTXL� � �� Given that both LT and XL are upper triangular matrices� it is

easy to see that diag�LTXL� is the Hadamard product of diag�LT � and diag�XL�� Since

diag�LT � � w � �� it follows that diag�LTXL� � � if and only if diag�XL� � �� The �rst

statement of �b� now follows from the sequence of implications just derived and the fact

that rwf �  diag�XL� by Proposition ��a��

The second part of �b� can be proved by an argument similar to the one given in the

previous paragraph� we need only replace the inequalities by strict inequalities�

Statement �c� follows from ���� Proposition ��a�� and the simple observation that the

diagonal of LTXL is the Hadamard product of diag�LT � � w and diag�XL� since both LT

and XL are upper triangular�

The following theorem establishes that the matrix X�w� y� plays the role of a �possibly�

infeasible� primal estimate for any �w� y� � �n�� � �
m�

Theorem ��� Let �w� y� � �n����
m� and de�ne L � L�w� y�� S � S�w� y�� X � X�w� y��

rwf � rwf�w� y�� and ryf � ryf�w� y�� Then�

�a� X is feasible for �P� if and only if rwf � � and ryf � �


�b� X is strictly feasible for �P� if and only if rwf � � and ryf � �


�c� X � S � � if and only if wTrwf �  ��

Proof� By de�nition of X � we have diag�X� � d and X � Sn� The theorem is an easy

consequence of Proposition ��b� and Lemma ���b���c��

For each �w� y� � �n�� � �
m� Theorem �
 gives necessary and su�cient conditions for

X�w� y� to be a feasible or strictly feasible solution for �P �� These conditions are based

entirely on the gradient rf�w� y�� Moreover� whenever rwf�w� y� � � at a given point

�
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�w� y� � �n����
m� the closeness to optimality of the point �w� y� can be easily measured by

the magnitude ofryf�w� y� and w
Trwf�w� y�� Since S�w� y� � � andX�w� y�� � whenever

rfw�w� y� � �� the duality gap X�w� y��S�w� y� is positive for all �w� y� � �n�� ��
m such

that rfw�w� y� � �� though it can converge to zero as �w� y� approaches the boundary of

�n�� ��
m�

� Boundedness and Optimality Results

Our transformation is not de�ned on the boundary of �n����
m because it requires division

by the components of w in order to evaluate the function LJ �w� y�� Since some components

of w will necessarily go to zero as optimality is approached� it is natural to ask whether or

not� and where the function LJ �w� y� and other related functions L�w� y�� z�w� y�� S�w� y�

and X�w� y� will remain bounded as �w� y� approaches the boundary of �n�� ��
m� In this

section� we provide some results on this boundedness issue� We also give su�cient conditions

for the accumulation points of the sequences fX�wk� yk�g and f�z�wk� yk�� yk� S�wk� yk��g

to be optimal solutions of problems �P � and �D�� respectively�

The following technical result is a slight variant of Lemma  of Monteiro and Pang 	���

Proposition ��� Let a linear map �A � Sn 	 �p be given and consider the induced linear

map G � Sn � Sn � �p 	 Sn ��p de�ned by

G�X�S� y��

�
�A��y�� S
�A�X�

�
� � �X�S� y� � Sn � Sn ��p� ���

Then� for any constant � � � and any compact set K � G�� � G�Sn�� � Sn�� � �
p�� the

set

F���K�� f�X�S� � Sn� � S
n
� � X � S � �� G�X�S� y� � K for some y � �m g

is compact�

Proof� Let a constant � � � and a compact set K � G�� be given� Since F���K� is

obviously closed� it su�ces to show that this set is bounded� Assume for contradiction that

there exists a sequence f�Xk� Sk�g � F���K� such that limk�� k�Xk� Sk�k � �� Then�

fXk � Skg is bounded and fG�Xk� Sk� yk�g � K for some sequence fykg � �m� Since K

is compact� we may assume without loss of generality that for some G� � K � G���

we have G� � limk��G�Xk� Sk� yk�� Clearly� we have G� � G�X�� S�� y�� for some

�X�� S�� y�� � Sn�� � Sn�� � Rm� Since X� � � and S� � �� there exists � � � such

that the set

N� �
�
�X�S� y� � Sn�� � S

n
�� � �

m � ���I � X � �I� ���I � S � �I
�

�



contains �X�� S�� y��� Since N� is an open set and every linear map maps open sets into

open sets relative to its image� we conclude that G�N�� is open relative to the image of

G� Since G�X�� S�� y�� � G�N�� and G� � limk��G�Xk� Sk� yk�� we conclude that

for all k su�ciently large� say k � k�� we have G�Xk� Sk� yk� � G�N��� and hence that

G�Xk� Sk� yk� � G� �Xk� �Sk� �yk� for some � �Xk� �Sk� �yk� � N�� Using the de�nition of G� we

immediately see that �Xk � �Xk� � �Sk � �Sk� � � for all k � k�� This inequality together

with fact that � �Xk� �Sk� �yk� � N� implies

Xk � Sk � ���n � Xk � Sk � �Xk � �Sk � Xk � �Sk � Sk � �Xk � � �Xk � I � Sk � I��

for every k � k�� Since fXk � Skg is bounded and f�Xk� Sk�g � Sn� � Sn�� the above

inequality implies that fXkg and fSkg are bounded� Since this contradicts the assumption

that limk�� k�Xk� Sk�k ��� the result follows�

As a consequence of the above proposition� we obtain the following result which guaran�

tees the boundedness of certain sets in the �w� y��space� as well as some relevant functions

de�ned on these sets�

Lemma ��� There exists � � � such that for any � � � the set B � B��� �� de�ned by

B��� �� �
�
�w� y� � �n�� � �

m � rwf � �� wTrwf �  �� kryfk � �
�
�

is bounded� and the functions z�
� 
�� L�
� 
�� X�
� 
�� S�
� 
� and rwf�
� 
� are all bounded on

B��� ���

Proof� Let �A � Sn 	 �n�m be the linear map de�ned by �A�X� � �diag�X��A�X�� for

all X � Sn� Clearly� its adjoint �A� � �n � �m 	 Sn is the map de�ned by �A��z� y� �

diag�z� �A��y� for all �z� y� � �n � �m� Assumption A� implies that �A� is an injective

map� and hence that �A is an onto map� This implies that the linear map G de�ned in ��� is

an onto� and hence open� map� Thus� the set G�� � G�Sn���S
n
����

p� is open� Since by

Assumption A�� the point �C� �d� b�� � G��� there exists � � � such that the compact set

K � f�C� �d� u��� Sn��n�m � ku�bk � �g is contained inG�� � Then� by Proposition ����

the set F���K� is bounded for every � � �� Now� using �
�� Proposition ��b� and Lemma

���b���c�� we easily see that �w� y� � B��� �� if and only if �X�w� y�� S�w� y�� � F���K��

By Proposition ���� this implies that the functions X and S are bounded on B� By ���� we

have tr�S�w� y�� � kL�w� y�k�F for all �w� y� � �n�� � �
m� Hence� the boundedness of S on

B implies that of L� and in turn that of w � diag�L� on B� Moreover� since S is bounded on

B� then so is �A��z� y� � C�S� By the injectivity of �A�� we conclude that �y� z� is bounded

on B� Finally� rwf�w� y� is bounded on B because of Proposition ��a��

Given a sequence of points f�wk� yk�gk�� � �n����
m� we de�ne Lk � L�wk� yk�� Xk �

X�wk� yk�� Sk � S�wk� yk�� zk � z�wk� yk�� rwf
k � rwf�w

k� yk� and ryf
k � ryf�w

k� yk�

for all k � �� The following result gives su�cient conditions for the accumulation points

�

• 

• 



of the sequences fXkg and f�zk� yk� Sk�g to be optimal solutions of problems �P � and

�D�� respectively� This result will be be used to establish the convergence of the sequence

generated by the log�barrier algorithm of Section 
�

Theorem ��� Let f�wk� yk�gk�� � �n�� ��
m be a sequence of points such that rwf

k � �

for all k � �� the sequence f�wk�Trwf
kg is bounded� and limk��ryf

k � �� Then�

a� the sequences fXkg� f�zk� yk� Sk�g� fLkg� fwkg and frwf
kg are all bounded


b� if in addition limk���wk�Trwf
k � �� then any accumulation points of fXkg and

f�zk� yk� Sk�g are optimal solutions of �P � and �D�� respectively�

Proof� Statement a� follows immediately from Lemma ��� To prove �b�� let X� and

�z�� y�� S�� be accumulation points of the sequences fXkg and f�zk� yk� Sk�g� respectively�

The assumption of the lemma and Proposition ��b� imply that

lim
k��

A�Xk�� b � lim
k��

ryf
k � �

and that Xk � � and diag�Xk� � d for all k � �� This clearly implies that X� � ��

A�X�� � b and diag�X�� � d� that is� X� is a feasible solution of �P �� Since each

�zk� yk� Sk� is a feasible solution of �D�� it follows that �z�� y�� S�� is also a feasible

solution of �D�� Moreover� we have �wk�Trwf
k � Xk � Sk� for all k � �� from which it

follows that X� � S� � �� We have thus shown that X� and �z�� y�� S�� are optimal

solutions of �P � and �D��

� The Central Path and Log�Barrier Algorithm

It is well known that under a homeomorphic transformation �� any path in the domain of �

is mapped into a path in the range of �� and vice versa� Furthermore� given any continuous

function f from the range of � to �� the extremers of f in the range of � are mapped into

corresponding extremers of the composite function f���
�� in the domain of �� In particular�

if f has a unique minimizer in the range of �� then this minimizer is mapped into the unique

minimizer of f���
�� in the domain of ��

In view of these observations� it is easy to see that under the transformation introduced

in our �rst paper 	��� the central path of a convex SDP problem is transformed into a new

�central path� in the �orthants� of the transformed space� Furthermore� since the points

on the original central path are the unique minimizers of a de�ning log�barrier function

corresponding to di�erent parameter values� the points on the transformed central path

are therefore unique minimizers of the transformed log�barrier function corresponding to

di�erent parameter values� In general� however� it is possible that extraneous� non�extreme

stationary points be introduced to the transformed log�barrier function by the nonlinear

�

• 



transformations applied� In this section� we show that at least for the subclass of SDPs

de�ned in Section � the transformed log�barrier functions do not have any such non�extreme

stationary point�

��� The central path and its properties for the subclass

Since the variable w of �NLD� is constrained to be positive� a natural problem to consider

is the following log�barrier problem associated with �NLD�� which depends on the choice

of a constant 	 � ��

�NLD�� min

�
f�w� y�� 	

nX
i��

logwi � �w� y� � �
n
�� ��

m

�
�

�The reason for the factor  will become apparent shortly�� Not surprisingly� �NLD�� is

nothing but the transformed form of the standard dual log�barrier problem

�D�� min
�
dT z � bTy � 	 log�detS� � Diag�z� �A��y�� C � S� S � �

�
�

under the bijective transformation given in Theorem �� between �n�� � �m and F��D��

Indeed� �D�� is transformed into the nonlinear program

min
�
f�w� y�� 	 log�det�S�w� y��� � �w� y� � �n�� ��

m
�
�

which is exactly �NLD�� after the simpli�cation

log�detS� � log�det�LLT �� �  log�detL� �  log

	
nY
i��

wi



� 

nX
i��

logwi�

where S � S�w� y� and L � L�w� y� and the second inequality follows from the fact that

the determinant of a triangular matrix is the product of its diagonal entries�

Recall that �D� has interior feasible solutions� Hence� under Assumptions A�� and A��

�D�� and the corresponding standard primal log�barrier problem

�P�� max fC �X � 	 log�detX� � diag�X� � d� A�X� � b� X � �g

each have unique solutions �z� � y� � S�� and X� � respectively� such that X�S� � 	I � One can

ask whether �NLD�� has a unique stationary point� and if so� how this unique stationary

point �i�e�� global minimum� relates to X� and �z� � y� � S��� The following theorem estab�

lishes that �NLD�� does in fact have a unique stationary point �w� � y�� which is simply the

inverse image of the point �z� � y� � S�� under the bijective correspondence given in Theorem

���c��

Theorem ��� For each 	 � �� problem �NLD�� has a unique minimum point� which is

also its unique stationary point� This minimum �w� � y�� is equal to the inverse image of

the point �z� � y� � S�� under the bijective correspondence of Theorem ����c�� In particular�

we have z�w� � y�� � z� and S�w�� y�� � S� � Moreover� X�w�� y�� � X��

��



Proof� Let �w� y� be a stationary point of �NLD��� and de�ne rf � rf�w� y�� L � L�w� y��

X � X�w� y�� z � z�w� y�� and S � S�w� y�� Since �w� y� is a stationary point of �NLD���

it satis�es the �rst�order optimality conditions of �NLD��

rwf � w �  	e� ryf � �� ���

where e � �n is the vector of all ones� Notice that ���� together with Lemma �
 and

Proposition �� implies that X is strictly feasible for �P � and f is strictly convex at �w� y��

Proposition ��a� implies that the �rst equation of ��� is equivalent to diag�XL��w �

	e� and the equality w � diag�LT � implies that diag�XL� � diag�LT � � 	e� which in turn

implies that diag�LTXL� � 	e since XL is upper triangular by Lemma ��� Since LTXL

is diagonal by the same proposition� it follows that LTXL � 	I � and hence that XS � 	I �

This clearly implies that X � X� and �z� y� S� � �z� � y� � S��� This conclusion shows that

�NLD�� has a unique stationary point satisfying all the conditions stated in the theorem�

That this stationary point is also a global minimum follows from the fact that �z� � y� � S��

is a global minimum of �D���

��� A globally convergent log�barrier algorithm

In this subsection� we introduce a straightforward barrier algorithm for solving �NLD��

The convergence of the algorithm is a simple consequence of Theorem ����b��

Let constants 
� � 	�� ��� 
� � �� and � � � be given� and for each 	 � �� de�ne

N �	� �
�
�w� y� � �n�� ��

m � 
�	 e � w �rwf�w� y� � 
�	 e� kryf�w� y�k � �	
�
� ���

where e � �n is the vector of all ones� Note that each �w� y� � N �	� satis�es rwf�w� y� � �

and that the unique minimizer �w�� y�� of �NLD�� is in N �	�� as can be seen from equation

���� We propose the following algorithm�

Log�Barrier Algorithm�

Let � � ��� �� and �� � � be given� and set k � ��

For k � �� �� � � � �

�� Use a minimization method to solve �NLD�k� approximately�

obtaining a point �wk� yk� � N ��k��

� Set �k�� � ��k� increment k by �� and return to step ��

End

We stress that since �NLD�k� has a unique stationary point �w� � y�� for all �k � � which

is also the unique minimum� step � of the algorithm will succeed using any reasonable

unconstrained minimization method� Speci�cally� any convergent� gradient�based method

will eventually produce a point in the set N ��k��

In view of ���� the algorithm clearly produces a sequence of points f�wk� yk�gk�� that

satis�es the hypotheses of Theorem ����b�� Hence� the log�barrier algorithm converges in

the sense of Theorem ����

��
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� A Potential Reduction Algorithm

In this section� we describe and prove the convergence of a potential reduction interior

point algorithm for solving �NLD�� The basic idea is to produce a sequence of points

f�wk� yk�gk�� satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem ����b� via the minimization of a special

merit function de�ned inside �n�� � �
m� This minimization is performed using an Armijo

line search along the Newton direction of a related equality system�

Throughout this section� we assume that a point �w�� y�� � �n�� � �m satisfying

rwf�w
�� y�� � � is given�

��� De�nitions	 technical results	 and the algorithm

We de�ne f� � f�w�� y�� � � and

� �
�
�w� y� � �n�� � �

m � rwf�w� y� � � and f�w� y�  f�
�
� ���

Note that �w�� y�� � �� The potential reduction algorithm� which we state explicitly at

the end of this subsection� will be initialized with the point �w�� y�� and will subsequently

produce a sequence of points f�wk� yk�gk�� such that �wk� yk� � � for all k � �� The

requirement that rwf�w
k� yk� be positive for all k is reasonable in light of our goal of

producing a sequence satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem ����b�� but this requirement has

the added bene�t of ensuring thatr�f�wk� yk� is positive de�nite for all k �see Lemma �
�b�

and Proposition ��� The signi�cance of r�f�wk� yk� being positive de�nite will be made

clear shortly� The second requirement that f�wk� yk� be less than f� for all k � � is technical

and will be used to prove special properties of the sequence produced by the algorithm�

We de�ne F � �	 �n�� � �
m by

F �w� y� �

�
w � rwf�w� y�

ryf�w� y�

�
� ���

With this de�nition� our goal of producing a sequence of points satisfying the hypothe�

ses of Theorem ����b� can be stated more simply as the goal of producing a sequence

f�wk� yk�gk�� � � such that

lim
k��

F �wk� yk� � �� ����

The primary tool for accomplishing ���� is the merit function M � �	 � given by

M�w� y� � � log kF �w� y�k��
nX
i��

logFi�w� y�� log�f� � f�w� y��� ����

where � is an arbitrary constant satisfying � � n and Fi � � 	 � is the i�th coordinate

function of F � that is� Fi�w� y� � wi	rwf�w� y��i for i � �� � � � � n� The usefulness of this

�



merit function comes from the fact that ���� can be accomplished via the iterative mini�

mization of M by taking a step along the Newton direction of the system F �w� y� � � at

the current point� The following three results are related to this minimization scheme�

Lemma 	�� Let �w� y� � �n�� � �
m� and suppose that ��w��y�� �r� s� � �n � �m satisfy

F ��w� z�	�w��y� � �r� s�� Then the following equation holds��
�w

�y

�T
r�f�w� y�

�
�w

�y

�
��wTP �w� y��w � �w�� � r�T�w � sT�y� ���

where P �w� y� � Diag
�
w�� �rwf�w� y�

�
and w�� � �w��

�
� � � � � w��n �T �

Proof� Note that ��� can be rewritten as

F �w� y� �

�
w

e

�
� rf�w� y��

where e � �m is the vector of all ones� Hence� the equation F ��w� z�	�w��y� � �r� s� can

be written as the system�
�w

�

�
� rf�w� y� �

�
w

e

�
�

	
r�f�w� y�

�
�w

�y

�

�

�
r

s

�
�

Taking the Hadamard product of each side with 	w�T � eT �T � �n�� ��
m� then multiplying

on the left by the row vector 	�wT ��yT �� and �nally using the de�nition of P �w� y�� we

obtain ����

Lemma 	�� F ��w� y� is nonsingular for all �w� y� � ��

Proof� To prove that F ��w� y� is nonsingular� it su�ces to show that ��w��y� � ��� �� is

the unique solution of the system F ��w� y�	�w��y� � ��� ��� Indeed� let ��w��y� be such

a solution� we will prove that ��w��y� � ��

We �rst note that the assumption that �w� y� � � implies� by Lemma ���b�� that

X�w� y� � �� which in turn implies that r�f�w� y� � � by Proposition �� In addition�

since both w and rwf�w� y� are positive� we see that P �w� y� � � where P �w� y� is de�ned

as in Lemma ����

By Lemma ���� equation ��� holds with �r� s� � ��� ��� Using the positive de�niteness

of r�f�w� y� and P �w� y�� it is now straightforward to see that ��w��y� � ��� ���

A direct consequence of Lemma �� is that� for each �w� y� � �� the Newton direction

��w��y� for the system F �w� y� � � exists at �w� y�� Stated di�erently� Lemma �� shows

that the system

F ��w� y�	�w��y� � �F �w� y� ����

has a unique solution for all �w� y� � ��

��
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Lemma 	�� Let �w� y� � �� and let ��w��y� be the Newton direction at �w� y� given by

���� Then ��w��y� is a descent direction for M at �w� y��

Proof� We �rst prove four simple results which combine to prove the Lemma� Let f �

f�w� y�� rf � rf�w� y�� F � F �w� y�� rF � rF �w� y�� and rM � rM�w� y�� Then

equation ���� implies that

FTrFT

�
�w

�y

�
� �FTF � �kFk� and rFT

i

�
�w

�y

�
� �Fi � i � �� � � � � n� ��
�

We note that r�f�w� y� � �� P �w� y� � �� as mentioned in the proof of Lemma ��� and

��w��y� �� � since �w� y� � �� Applying Lemma ��� to ���� with �r� s� � ��w�rwf�ryf��

we derive that

rfT

�
�w

�y

�
� rwf

T�w �ryf
T�y  �� ����

In addition� di�erentiating ����� we obtain

rM �  �
rFF

kFk�
�

nX
i��

rFi
Fi

�
rf

f� � f
� ����

Now� using ��
�� ����� ����� the fact that  � � n� and the fact that f�w� y�  f�� we

�nally have

rMT

�
�w

�y

�
  �

��kFk��

kFk�
�

nX
i��

��Fi�

Fi
� �� � n  �� ����

which proves that ��w��y� is a descent direction for M at �w� y��

Given �w� y� � �n�� ��
m and � � �� we de�ne

�w���� y����� �w� y� � ���w��y��

where ��w��y� is the Newton direction given by ����� An important step in the potential

reduction algorithm is the Armijo line search� given �w� y� � � and � � ��� ��� the line

search selects a step size � � � such that �w���� y���� � � and

M�w���� y�����M�w� y�� ��rM�w� y�T

�
�w

�y

�
� ����

Due to the fact that � is an open set and also due to Lemma ���� such an � can be found

by back�tracking in a �nite number of steps�

We are now ready to state the potential reduction algorithm�

�
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Potential Reduction 
PR� Algorithm�

Let � � n� and �� � � ��� �� be given� and set k � ��

For k � �� �� � � � �

�� Solve system ���� with respect to �wk� yk� to obtain the Newton

direction ��wk��yk��

� Let �k be the smallest nonnegative integer such that

�wk���k�� yk���k�� � � and such that ���� holds with � � ��k �

�� Set �wk��� yk��� � �wk���k�� yk���k��� increment k by �� and

return to step ��

End

��� Convergence of the algorithm

In this subsection� we prove the convergence of the potential reduction algorithm given

in the previous subsection� A key component of the analysis is the boundedness of the

sequence produced by the algorithm� which is established in Lemmas ��
 and ����

Let f�wk� yk�gk�� be the sequence produced by the potential reduction algorithm� and

de�ne fk � f�wk� yk�� F k � F �wk� yk�� Lk � L�wk� yk�� Xk � X�wk� yk�� Sk � S�wk� yk��

zk � z�wk� yk�� rwf
k � rwf�w

k� yk�� and ryf
k � ryf�w

k� yk�� for all k � �� We have the

following two important results�

Lemma 	�� The sequence fXkg is bounded�

Proof� By �
�� we have that Xk � Sn and diag�Xk� � d for all k� Moreover� by

Lemma ���b� and the fact that rwf
k � � for all k� we have that Xk � � for all k�

Clearly� these two conclusions together imply that fXkg is bounded�

Lemma 	�	 The sequences f�zk� yk� Sk�g and fLkg are bounded� Consequently� so is fwkg�

Proof� As in the proof of Theorem ���� it su�ces to show that the sequence fSkg is

bounded� Indeed� let  X � F��P �� as is guaranteed by Assumption A��� and observe that

 X � Sk �  X �
h
diag�zk� �A��yk�� C

i
� diag�  X�Tzk �A�  X�Tyk � C �  X

� dTzk � bTyk � C �  X � f�wk� yk�� C �  X�

Since  X � �� Sk � � for all k � � and since f�wk� yk�  f� for all k � �� it follows from

the above relation that fSkg is bounded�

The reader may have noticed that the conclusions of Lemma ��� are identical to those

of Theorem ���� namely that the sequences f�zk� yk� Sk�g� fLkg� and fwkg are bounded�

The lemmas di�er� however� in the assumptions placed on the sequence fwk� ykg� Theorem

��
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��� assumes that rwf�w
k� yk� � � for all k � �� that f�wk�Trwf

kg is bounded� and that

limk��ryf
k � �� whereas Lemma ��� simply uses that ffkg is bounded from above� This

di�erence highlights the special characteristics of the potential reduction algorithm when

compared with� say� the log�barrier algorithm presented in Subsection 
�� In particular�

we wish to prove that algorithm PR produces a sequence of points satisfying ����� and

for this we require the boundedness of the various sequences given in Lemma ���� �This

requirement is detailed below in Theorem ����� Hence� the boundedness of ffkg is critical

in that it guarantees the result of Lemma ��� which in turn guarantees the convergence of

the algorithm� This provides a motivation for the atypical term � log�f� � f�w� y�� found

in the merit function M since this term is precisely what ensures the boundedness of ffkg�

Also important to the convergence of the potential reduction algorithm is the following

lemma�

Lemma 	�� The sequence fF kg is bounded�

Proof� Consider the function p � �n�� � �
m 	 � de�ned by

p�r� s� � � log k�r� s�k��
nX
i��

log ri�

where � is the same constant appearing in ����� It is not di�cult to verify �see Mon�

teiro and Pang 	��� that p is coercive� i�e�� for every sequence f�rk� sk�g � �n�� � �m� if

limk�� k�rk� sk�k ��� then limk�� p�rk� sk� ��� This property implies that

!�
� � f�r� s� � �n�� ��
m � p�r� s� � 
g

is compact for all 
 � ��

The de�nition of M implies that� for all �w� y� � ��

M�w� y� � p�F �w� y��� log�f� � f�w� y��� ����

By the assumption that both of the original SDPs �P � and �D� are feasible� weak duality

implies that there exists a constant f� such that f�w� y� � f� for all �w� y� � �n�� � �
m�

Hence� ���� implies that

p�F �w� y�� �M�w� y� � log�f� � f�� ���

for all �w� y� � �� Now combining ��� with the fact that the potential reduction algorithm

decreases the merit function M in each iteration� we see that

p�F k� �  
 �M�w�� y�� � log�f� � f��

for all k � �� This in turn shows that

fF kg � !� 
��

��



We conclude that fF kg is contained in the compact set !� 
� and hence is bounded�

The following theorem proves the convergence of the potential reduction algorithm� We

remark that the key result is the convergence of fF kg to zero� which is stated in part �a� of

the theorem� Part �b� is already implied by Lemmas ��
 and ���� and once �a� is established�

part �c� follows immediately from Theorem ����b��

Theorem 	� Let f�wk� yk�gk�� be the sequence produced by algorithm PR� Then�

�a� lim
k��

F k � �


�b� the sequences fXkg and f�zk� yk� Sk�g are bounded


�c� any accumulation points of fXkg and f�zk� yk� Sk�g are optimal solutions of �P � and

�D�� respectively�

Proof� To prove �a�� assume for contradiction that �a� does not hold� Then Lemma ���

implies that there exists a convergent subsequence fF kgk	K such that F� � limk	K F k ��

�� By Lemma ���� we may also assume� without loss of generality� that the sequence

f�wk� yk�gk	K converges to a point �w�� y���

Since F� �� �� since fF kg is bounded� and due to the weak duality between �P � and

�D�� there exist constants ��� ��� �� � � such that

��  lim
k	K

�
� log kF kk�

�
� ��  lim

k	K

	
�

nX
i��

log F k
i



� ��  lim

k	K

�
� log�f� � fk�

�
� ���

These three inequalities together imply that

lim
k	K

fk �� f� and F�i �� � � i � �� � � � � n

since otherwise�M�wk� yk� would tend towards in�nity� an impossibility since the algorithm

has produced a sequence which monotonically decreases the merit function M� Hence� we

conclude that F� � �n�� � �
m� and so we clearly have that �w�� y�� � �� It follows that

the Newton direction ��w���y�� of system ���� exists at �w�� y��� and in addition� the

sequence f��wk��yk�gk	K of Newton directions converges to ��w���y��� By equation

���� found in the proof of Lemma ���� we have moreover that

rM�w�� y��T

�
�w�

�y�

�
 n� �  �� ��

Since f�wk� yk�gk	K converges in � and since M is continuous on �� it follows that

fM�wk� yk�gk	K converges� and since the entire sequence fM�wk� yk�g is monotonically

��
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decreasing and bounded below due to ���� we conclude that it converges as well� Using

the relation

M�wk��� yk����M�wk� yk� � ���krM�wk� yk�T

�
�wk

�yk

�
 ���k�n� ��  �

for all k � �� where the �rst and second inequalities follow from ���� and ����� respectively�

we clearly see that limk	K ��k � � since the left�hand side tends to zero as k � K tends to

in�nity� This implies limk	K �k ���

Since �k tends to in�nity as k � K tends to in�nity� we conclude that the Armijo line

search requires more and more trial step sizes as k � K increases� Recall that the line search

has two simultaneous objectives� given �w� y� � �� the line search �nds a step size � � �

such that �w���� y���� � � and such that relation ���� is satis�ed� Using that f�wk� yk�gk	K
and f��wk��yk�gk	K converge to �w�� y�� � � and ��w���y��� respectively� where �

is an open set� it is straightforward to see that there exist �� � � and �k � K such that

�wk����� yk����� � �

for all � � �� and all k � K such that k � �k� Hence� there exists "k � �k such that� for all

k � "k� we have �k � ��� which implies �wk���k���� yk���k���� � � but ���� is not satis�ed for

the step size ��k��� i�e��

M�wk���k���� yk���k�����M�wk� yk�

��k��
� �rM�wk� yk�T

�
�wk

�yk

�
�

Letting k � K tend to in�nity in the above expression� we obtain

rM�w�� y��T

�
�w�

�y�

�
� �rM�w�� y��T

�
�w�

�y�

�
�

which contradicts �� and the fact that � � ��� ��� Hence� we conclude that statement �a�

does in fact hold�

Statements �b� and �c� hold as discussed prior to the statement of the theorem�

� Final Remarks

Since the existence of the Newton directions in the potential reduction algorithm in Section 


are insured only in a certain neighborhood of the central path lying in the feasible region

�n�� � �
N � the potential reduction algorithm starts and generates its iterates only in this

neighborhood� This is in contrast with the log�barrier algorithm in Section � which can start

from any point in �n�� � �N and can use any descent search directions to approximately

minimize the log�barrier function� In addition� in cases of solving large�scale problems

��

• 



where Newton�s method becomes too costly� gradient�based log�barrier algorithms may still

be applicable�

Other related results� including computational results and results on more general linear

SDPs� will be reported elsewhere�
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